In this paper we investigate steady state reliability parameters of an F: r-outof-N redundant repairable system with m (1 _< m _< r-1) repair channels in light traffic conditions. Such a system can also be treated as a closed queueing network of a simple kind. It includes two nodes, with infinite number of channels and m channels, respectively. Each of the N customers pass cyclically from one node to the other; the service time distributions are of a general form for both the nodes.
Introduction
Light traffic approximation is an important branch of queueing theory. For some of the most general results, see Baccelli and Schmidt [3] and Blaszczyszyn [4] ; an excellent survey has been published by Blaszczyszyn et al. [5] . It should be mentioned that from the early sixties asymptotic methods of mathematical reliability have been extensively investigated in Russia. The theory having been developed can also be considered as contribution to light traffic theory. Soloviev [16] 98 IGOR N. KOVALENKO is the work of the most fruitful subsequent theory. Por a recent presentation of the approach, see Soloviev [17] and Gertsbakh [6] . In an early paper by Kovalenko [9] a small parameter approach was suggested for the analysis of the availability of a complex system. For further results see , Pechinkin [14] , Stadje [18] , and Zazanis [19] . A small parameter approach was used for deriving variance reduction methods of the simulation of rare events; see Reiman and Weiss [15] , Asmussen [1] , Heidelberger et al. [8], Kovalenko and Kuznetsov [13] , and Gnedenko and Kovalenko [7] . 
In particular,
(2) Consider the expressions 
for every positive z, z i; the denominators are positive as well.
We ,(H(Or)+ ur))flr-1
(o) (i) the density of each jump from t to t' for a given machine does not exceed . , and
(ii) for --at least -1 customers must arrive within the interval S_ 1 (though the should be changed to Y + NS tbr the totality of initial busy periods).
The bound (4) can be obtained by the summation over n; io,...,i n (unless n-0 -0), integration over an admissible region, and the application of moment generating functions (mg.f.).
The bound (5) 
making use of (1) 3. The bound (9) becomes clear if it is noted that #0 is a bound for the intensity of failure busy periods with monotone system failures; #1 bounds the intensity of busy periods with at least r + 1 repairs, whereas #2 accounts for non-T-renewed failures, no such failure being included in #0 or #1" The bounds (9) to (11) are familiar from reliability theory of repairable systems though we use renewal intensities instead of p.d.f. The bound (12) follows from ergodic reasoning: the intensity of the point process of busy periods of the kind being considered does not exceed the intensity of happenings {time to failure exceeds T}.
The bounds (13) to (17) are derived in a similar way. The bound (14) counts mean sojourn time in failure states after a monotonic failure; (15) bounds the mean length of a busy period with at least r + 1 failures; (16) counts the lengths of busy periods originated by the failure of a non-T-repaired machine; finally, (17) is due to the oossibility of such failures afterwards. Some combinatorics is used, in particular, the bound (HI+ 1)(2At)k/k! for the probability of at least k failures (including repeated ones) in an interval (T, T + t).
Note that originally we have obtained upper bounds without referring to m.g.f, but basing them on some infinite series for the moments of r.v. Sk; we omit the details.
The lower bound (20) Let us make independent alternating renewal processes to start from the points t). (21), e bounds the probability of the event complementary to B.
The bounds (24) to (29) In a similar way, the asymptotical insensitivity from above (below) to the repair distribution can be defined, but it will not be discussed in this paper.
A syrnptotical insensitivity can be defined as the conjunction of those from above and from below. Note that in practical analysis, very often a one-sided bound is of interest. Proof: A straightforward application of the bounds from section 4. One should set T 0"
